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Introduction
Necessity is the Mother of Invention
Necessity might always have been the mother of
invention, but development has often been driven by
demand.
 In Mobile games, the demand has come from two
quarters:
1. The mobile phone user wants to do, not just
more, but everything, from his handset; and
2. Every industry wants different forms of
marketing that will give them captive audiences.


Indian Users of Smart Devices
In India, during the last three years there has been a
shift from feature phones to Android-based
Smartphone's, which has open up mobile gaming to
12.4 million potential new users.
 In India, over 20 percent of young people spent
time on mobile devices, and in playing games, and
on just tablets, that percentage rises to 40 percent as
of now. (NASSCOM Survey)


Survey made by NASSCOM(India)
(NASSCOM: National Association of Software and Services Companies)





According to a NASSCOM survey done in 2012,
gaming and animation are no longer “sunrise”
industries. Instead, they have started taking wing in
different directions. It says, “While the Indian
animation and gaming industry is still in the nascent
stage, the sector is expected to show significant growth
in the near future as global outsourcing within the
market takes off.”
India could emerge as a significant destination for such
outsourced work in the recent years. Animation has
found use in segments such as entertainment (including
TV broadcast, fully animated movies, direct-to-DVD
and VFX), e-Education and web designing, it says.

India: Now the Global Destination
Cost competitiveness continued to be the major edge for
the country, causing global studios to come to India.
 The study reports that a number of leading Indian
mobile games development companies are expected to
migrate from the outsourcing model to co-production
model.
 Custom content development is the largest segment
 Animation education market is now growing at a
compounded annual growth rate (CAGR) of 30 per
cent.
 Many professional finishing school for Game
Development are operating in India in all the metro
cities.


India’s Indigenous Content


Indian Epics (Ramayan & Mahabharat)
◦ Moral Stories for Children with action and fun



Indian Vedic Mathematics
◦ It is parallel to Abacus and other mathematics now
prevailed in the global market



Mogul Emperor's Architectural Excellence
◦ Taj Mahal, Red Fort, Kutub Minar

•

Indian Yoga
◦ Body Exercise and Meditation for work-life Balance

India’s Indigenous Content (Continue..)







Indian Teaching-Learning Process
◦ Indian Great Gurus (Teachers) had written
their wisdoms in Sanskrit language in 4
Volumes of Vedas
Medicine (Āyurveda), associated with the Rigveda
Archery (Dhanurveda), associated with the Yajurveda
Music and sacred dance (Gāndharvaveda), associated
with the Samaveda
Military science (Shastrashaastra), associated with
the Atharvaveda

 No

one has ever started to develop the
content from Vedas

Ramayana and
Mahabharata
The story of Rama as related in the epic of Ramayana
has always enjoyed a strong universal appeal.
 The original author of this epic work is Valmiki
regarded as the first poet. He has narrated the the whole
story in stanza.
 But now his narrations are picturized and animated by
the animators millenniums later and now available in
numerous Web sites, CD-ROMs, and computer games.
 As of now Mymobile games are available about Ram
and Ravan.


India Games from
Ramayan
The online games site Indiagames.com is known for
its mythological Flash games, the most popular
being Mrigaya, again based on a Ramayana subplot.
 King Rama's golden deer flees into the jungle. To
bring it back, Rama ventures into the forest and
encounters demons.
 Kill these demons by clicking on Rama's bow and
you are on to the second round - finding and
capturing the prized animal among a herd of
spotted deer.


Cartoon Games from Ramayan

War between Rama &
Ravana
The prize-winning game portrays several wars
between King Rama and Ravana, the evil ruler of
Lanka who abducts Rama's beautiful wife, Sita.
 In an attempt to find his wife, Rama, aided by
brother Lakshman and a battery of monkeys, reach
the Lankan island.
 In the game, Rama and Laksman must successfully
manoeuvre through four rounds of fight in order to
rescue Sita.


Story of Mahabharata
Author of Mahabharata: Vyasa Dev.
The Mahabharata is the longest known epic poem
and has been described as "the longest poem ever
written”.
 About 1.8 million words in total, the Mahabharata is
roughly ten times the length of the Iliad and the
Odyssey combined.
 W. J. Johnson has compared the importance of the
Mahabharata to world civilization to that of the
Bible, the works of Shakespeare, the works of
Homer, Greek drama, or the Qur'an.
 Now the management Gurus are using
Mahabharata as teaching Strategy Management and
also Game theory



Arjun : Greatest Warrior
of Mahabharata

More Games from Mahabharat

Abhimanyu
Chakravyuha

Chakravyuha
Game

More Games from Mahabharat

Vedic Mathematics: Indian Contribution
to World of Mathematics
Vedic Mathematics : Rediscovered from the Vedas by Sri
Bharati Krusna Tirthaji, which is based on on sixteen
Sutras (formulae).
Example2: Find out the square of any number say: 23 2
Steps:
1. Write the deviation number from the base of 10
i.e. (2x10) + 3
2. Insert the term (23+3) in between as : 2x10 (23+3) + (3 2)
Now the answer is 2x10 (23+3) + (32) = 529
Example 1: Find the Square of 25
Step 1: Square of right hand side number 5 as 25
Step2: Multiply left hand side number (n) with (n+1)
Answer is 625


Mogul Emperor's Architectural Excellence

Interiors of Taj Mahal

Indian Yoga (Suya Namaskar)

Indian Yoga Poses

Indian Yoga (Popular One)

Kapal bhati pranayam

Pavanmuktasana
(Wind-releasing pose)

The Popular Games in India
RaOne game, a console game based on the Shah
Rukh Khan
 Ghajini and
 Zindagi Na Milegi Dobara
 Indianised games from indian Epics and
Mathematics


•Arcade
•Puzzle
•Combat
•Card deck
•Snake
•Snowboard
•Sudoku

•Candy
•Skyforce
•Krishcricket
challenge
•Capsule SE
•20-20 World cup
•Farmville

•Cityville
•Mafia Wars

Content Development Companies of
India
BANGALORE
Rel Q (Now it is an HP Company)
E4E ( http://www.e4e.com )
Digital Chocolate ( http://www.digitalchocolate.com )
Dhruva Interactive ( http://www.dhruva.com )
Paprikaas Interactive Services ( http://www.paprikaas.com )
Robosoft Technologies ( http://www.robosoftin.com )
HYDERABAD
Gameshastra ( http://www.gameshastra.com )
Game loft ( http://www.gameloft.com )
Ea mobiles ( http://www.eamobile.com )
7seas ( http://www.7seastech.com )
Zen Technologies ( http://www.zentechnologies.com )
VMC( Now it is Octane)
Fx Labs ( http://www.fxlabs.com )
Immersive Games (formerly Aurona Technologies) (
http://www.immersivegames.co.uk )

Tiger Tails ( http://www.tigertailstudios.com )

Content Development Companies of
India (Continue...)
MUMBAI
Nazara Technologies ( http://www.nazara.com )
Milestone Interactive ( http://www.milestoneinteractive.com )
Zapak ( http://www.zapak.com )
E-X press ( http://www.animationxpress.com )
Excel Interactive
Trine ( http://www.trinegames.com )
Jump Games/Reliance Big ( http://www.rbe.co.in )
Mauj ( http://www.mauj.com )
Hungama ( http://www.hungama.org )
Games2Win ( http://www.games2win.com )
CHENNAI
Redington ( http://www.redingtonindia.com )
Red Octane ( http://www.redoctanetech.com )
PUNE
Ubisoft
Jump Games/Reliance Big ( http://www.rbe.co.in )
Globalstep ( http://www.globalstepgames.com )

NEWDELHI
Lakshya Digital ( http://www.lakshyadigital.com )

Future Challenges of Indian
Mobile Games Market







Indian parents are conservative and not usually allowed to
play games beyond certain hours
On the other hand Indian believe in story telling for moral
education, it exist for generations. Usually grand parents do
this job. But as the grand parents are busy now, parents are
depending on the mobile games for that role.
Indian Yoga will be the next developments for the healthy
life
Many Indian ancient stories will be animated in the next 5
years.
For architecture education, animation and games are being
under development.

International Journal of Computational
Vision and Robotics
(http://www.inderscience.com/ijcvr)
Editor in Chief: Prof. Srikanta Patnaik,
SOA University and Interscience Institute of
Management and Technology,
Bhubaneswar, India


Topics covered




Computer games and Animation
Computer vision, AI applications



Computational geometry



Image matching, medical imaging



Architecture, languages



Parallel computer vision



Interactive computational models



3D vision/perception

International Journal of Information and
Communication Technology (IJICT)
(http://www.inderscience.com/ijcvr)

Editor in Chief: Prof. Srikanta Patnaik
SOA University and Interscience Institute of
Management and Technology, Bhubaneswar, India

Topics Covered:
Distributed/cooperative media
Interactive communication media/content
Social interaction, mobile communications

Virtual reality

Modeling and Optimization in Science and
Technologies (MOST)
(http://www.springer.com/series/10577)
Prof. Srikanta Patnaik (Editor in Chief)
Department of Computer Science and Engineering,
SOA University, Orissa, INDIA
MOST publishes basic principles as well as novel theories and
methods in the fast-evolving field of modeling and optimization.
Topics of interest include, but are not limited to: methods for
analysis, design and control of complex systems, networks and
machines; methods for analysis, visualization and management of
large data sets; use of supercomputers for modeling complex
systems; digital signal processing; molecular modeling; and tools
and software solutions for different scientific and technological
purposes. The series publishes monographs, contributed volumes
and conference proceedings, as well as advanced textbooks. The
main targets of the series are graduate students, researchers and
professionals working at the forefront of their fields.
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